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INTRODUCTION
Flight Dove (FDOVE) is a digital currency token based on Blockchain
technology, a decentralized, distributed ledger that records the provenance
of a digital asset. FDOVE is Developed on BEP20 Token, allowing you to
leverage the fast and secure on Binance Smart Chain blockchain and run
Dapps without having to pay extra high gas fees.
We are introducing Flight Dove (FDOVE) is a crypto community with the
FAIR LAUNCH Defi project on the BSC ecosystem without any private or
presale.
This is FDOVE projects we concentrate : Earn $FDOVE and $BNB just by
holding of $FDOVE token. Play automated Android & Windows App
Trading Tools that will provide an opportunity to Earn money. The World
Only NFT Marketplace Concept.
Our main reason why we choose ''DOVE''? Dove symbolizes loyalty, where
is our business policy will always be loyal to FDOVE holders.
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TOKENOMICS
• Total Supply : 1,000,000,000,000,000 (1 Quadrillion)
o
o
o
o
o

70% for Fair Launch
10% for Developer
5% for Marketing
10% for Burn
5% for Social

🔥 We will burn Fairlaunch Supply until 200T remains! 🔥

Every $FDOVE transaction (buy/sell/transfer) has a 15% tax where :
🔥 2% of every transaction will auto BURN
🕊 5% of every transaction will distributed to all FDOVE holders in
$FDOVE
✨ 8% of every transaction will distributed to all holders in $BNB (20%)
🎉 Yes, it’s true, you will get BNB just holding FDOVE. BNB is the MOST

Valueable Crypto in BSC Ecosystem 🎉 #BNB
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Marketing
5%
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10%
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Fair Launch
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ROADMAP
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OUR PROJECT
BNB REWARD FOR HOLDERS
✅ All FDOVE holder will get their BNB, but our BNB Claim system have
minimum withdraw amount to reduce all transactions fees.
✅ The estimation of minimum claim is $1 in BNB (Est. 0.004 BNB for now). And
if you get BNB Claim Reward under $1 in BNB, Don't worry, your BNB balance
will still be there and accumulate until next BNB Reward.
✅ Your BNB will be accumulate from beginning (As long as you NOT SELL your
FDOVE balance, if you sell, your accumulate of BNB will RESTART TO ZERO
again (Note : we adopt daily restart system). So, who become loyal holders WILL
GET MORE BNB from people who sell their FDOVE) 😉🕊
✅ We will provide you THE CHEAPEST transaction fee for claim your BNB
Reward, how much? almost ZERO fees 🤩, Good News right? 😉🕊 We decide
WONT charge you another fee like another company do, you only need to pay
your BSC transaction fee only (Est. only around $0.1 in BNB)
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OUR PROJECT
AUTOBOT TRADING APP
The Easiest Crypto Trading Bot App
Flight Dove need cereals to be able to grow and become big, so we will use
cereals for stimulus FDOVE. Cereals will be used for our trading bot, further
information will be included in the whitepaper V2.
✅ Auto Trading Feature
✅ Auto Withdraw System
✅ Auto Stop Profit/Lose
✅ Trade By Your Self
✅ No Sharing Profit
✅ Rebate For FDOVE Holder
✅ With this app, we are very sure that volume of transaction Autobot will increase
a lot, it's mean FDOVE hodler reward will increased too 🕊
✅ There is no limitation of trading transaction for everyone who hodl FDOVE
(This is special fasilities for holder, SO THE HODLERS WILL ALWAYS WIN)
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OUR PROJECT
NFT MARKETPLACE
✨ Nowadays NFT is being loved around the world, because we can perpetuate
our artworks such as songs, paintings, and also videos into creations that were
limited like the one and only in this world.
🎇 But unfortunately until know, NFT marketplace concepts which are exist can’t
emit the greatness of a artwork that only one in this world.
🕊 FDOVE NFT Marketplace present new feel for NFT world, we give a theme for
every kind of NFT, and in the more sophisticated dimension, it will make you as a
NFT creator or a NFT collector enjoys more that NFT art.
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CONCLUSION
Flight Dove Coin is a unique, outstanding, excellent, and splendid,
moral, and ethical concept of cryptocurrency. It will revolutionize the
concept of virtual currency based on goodness and loyalty. Flight
Dove Coin has nothing to do with the methods of fraud and treasury.
Instead, it will focus on the legal and pious ways of giving maximum
benefits to the investors and holders of the token. Its utilization is
excellent, good and is only focusing on the moral and ethical
utilization of cryptocurrency, it will progress by leaps and bounds for
sure. The team, planning, strategy, project, efforts, honesty,
goodness, and right-minded movement will be the best concept of
cryptocurrency in the modern era.
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GET TOUCH WITH US!
Official Website: https://flightdove.finance
Email : support@flightdove.finance
Official Channel : t.me/flightdovefinance
Official Group : t.me/flightdove
Official Twitter : https://twitter.com/flightdovetoken
Japan Official Group : t.me/flightdovejp
Indonesia Official Group : t.me/flightdoveid

